TOP 12 PRODUCTS
C+C VITAMIN BODY CREAM
Intensive firming cream: Formulated with a Vitamin C base, this luxuriously rich and firming emulsion
provides a complete beauty treatment for the body. Its toning and hydrating properties provide
extraordinary firmness and elasticity and help prevent the appearance of flaccidity. Skin feels smooth
and firm.
Benefits:
•Anti-free radicals.
•Repairs skin damaged by the sun and environmental aggressors.
•Stimulates the synthesis of Collagen.
•Ideal for repairing and protecting the skin before and after the summer.
•Perfect for dehydrated skin and for smokers.
•Gentle lightening effect.
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C+C VITAMIN CREAM SPF 10
Firming cream for normal to dry skin: Restores elasticity, tone and firmness to the skin due to the
extraordinary amounts of Vitamin C in its formula, which is recommended for superficially as well as
deeply dry skin. Its revitalizing elements reinforce their effect against free radicals.
Benefits:
•Boosts the anti-aging action.
•Repairs sun-damaged skin.
•Ideal for dehydrated skin and for smokers

C+C VITAMIN FLUID SPF 10
Firming cream for normal to oily skin: Due to the extraordinary amounts of Vitamin C in the formula,
this fluid emulsion is perfectly suited for normal to oily skin it helps repair skin damaged by the sun and
environmental aggressors and restores elasticity, tone and firmness due to its revitalizing elements,
which reinforce their effect against free radicals and aging skin.
Benefits:
•It stimulates the synthesis of collagen: restores firmness and elasticity.
•It hydrates and restores suppleness.
•Ideal for repairing and protecting the skin before and after the summer.
•Perfect for dehydrated skin and for smokers.
•Ideal for men due to its texture. Great for applying after shaving.
•Gentle lightening effect.
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C+C VITAMIN BODY SCRUB
Aromatic citric body exfoliant :A citric body exfoliant with a fresh and pleasant texture. Its properties
provide a smooth and efficient exfoliation that helps refine the surface of the skin by nourishing and
removing roughness, blackheads and dead cells that minimize its brightness. Its exclusive formula, which
is composed of Rosa Mosqueta seeds, exfoliant micro sponges with Bitter Orange and Bamboo extract,
and micro particles of lava, provides the skin with a soft, silky and velvety appearance.
Benefits:
•Provides effective, smooth, non-aggressive exfoliation.
•Eliminates impurities and dead cells that suffocate the skin.
•Protects the skin’s lipid barrier.
•Hydrates and soothes.
•Enhances the penetration of treatment products applied subsequently.

DIAMOND DROPS
DNA shield and complexion finish serm: Extraordinary shield that hydrates and softens the skin while
restoring elasticity. This serum is applied over the day cream, creating a transepidermal membrane that
protects the skin by ensuring the absorption of previously applied treatments. Its extraordinary protection
and immediate lifting effect smooth fine lines and wrinkles.
Benefits:
•Contains Marine DNA that acts as a protective barrier against environmental aggressors.
•Skin immediately feels soft and silky.
•Diminishes signs of fatigue and stress.
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TENSOLIFT NECK CREAM
Throat and Décolleté micro-lifting cream: The instant solution to prevent the effects of aging on the neck,
décolleté and breast area. Its deeply penetrating formula stimulates an internal micro-lifting that naturally
tightens the skin.
Benefits:
•Helps prevent the formation of lines and wrinkles on the neck known as “Rings of Venus”. It lifts and
defines the contours of the face.
•Strengthens the skins natural bra and firms the tissue that supports the breasts.
•Diminishes and prevents the appearance of dark spots.

EYE MAKE-UP REMOVER
Hypoallergenic lotion: This oil-free, alcohol and fragrance free formulation gently but effectively
removes even water resistant makeup. Its exceptional strengthening complex with botanical extracts
helps lengthen eyelashes. Suitable for people with sensitive eyes or contact lens wearers.
Benefits:
•Does not irritate skin.
•Softens and decongests.
•Oil-free.
•Gently removes makeup from eyes and lips.
•Dermatologically and ophthalmically tested.
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SUN DEFENSE SPF 30 Y 50 UVA/UVB INTENSE OIL FREE FLUID
Dry touch anti-aging sunscreen: A silky, lightweight fluid that contains a highly effective sunscreen system
to provide a broad-spectrum protection from the sun’s damaging UVA and UVB rays. The formulation
contains collagen amino acids and botanical extracts that help to protect and repair the damage caused
by sun radiation and signs of premature aging. It includes bio-available tyrosine, a pro-melanin complex
which enhances the skin’s natural ability to tan while protecting it from sun damage.
Benefits:
•Prevents signs of premature aging and dark spots.
•Anti-aging protecting cream that provides a safe tan.
•Reduces the risk of sun induced erythema.
• Anti-free radical protection.
•Prevents the appearance of wrinkles.
•Repairs and prevents cellular damage caused by UV rays.
•Oil-free formula, does not leave oily residue.
•Increases firmness and elasticity.
SUN DEFENSE SELF-BRONZE CREAM
Self-tanning cream: A facial and body self-tanning cream that instantly provides a beautiful year-round
golden tan without the need for sun exposure. The self-tanning effect provides the skin with an even,
long-lasting tan within two hours of application. It contains ingredients which prevent dehydration as
well as a combination of agents that provide an even and luminous tan. The anti-free radical and
regenerating elements in the formula help to preserve the skin’s youthful beauty.
Benefits:
•Protective fluid that provides a gradual and lasting tan
• Protects the skin from UVA/UVB rays.
•Enhances the skin’s natural ability to tan.
• Diminishes the risk of sun-induced erythema.
•Anti-free radical protection.
•Ideal for men and oily skin.
•Highly moisturizing, light and refreshing fluid.
•Skin protectant.
• Easily absorbed. Does not leave oily residue
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SUN DEFENSE SUN ALOE BALM
SUN ALOE BALM is an ultra-hydrating repair lotion for face and body. Formulated with organic Aloe Vera
and Bisabolol, a natural chamomile element, it provides intense hydration and helps to repair damage
caused by the sun, wind, and cold. Vitamin E helps to protect against free radicals and a copper complex
enhances the natural tanning process of the skin. Its calming benefits immediately soothe, reduce redness
and prevent peeling, leaving the skin refreshed and with a satiny texture.
Benefits:
•Repairs damage caused by UV rays, the wind and cold weather.
•Provides intense hydration.
•A surprisingly lightweight fluid that is rapidly absorbed.
•Anti-free radicals protection.
•Soothes and alleviates the discomfort caused by the sun.
•Prevents flaking and peeling.
•Provides a long-lasting tan.
•Pleasantly refreshing.
• Anti-free radical protection.
•Prevents the appearance of wrinkles.
•Repairs and prevents cellular damage caused by UV rays.
•Oil-free formula, does not leave oily residue.
•Increases firmness and elasticity.
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FITNESS GEL
Cryogenic Body Gel: The cold it generates stimulates cellular metabolism and helps eliminate fat,
making it an ideal partner for our slimming and anti-cellulite treatments.
Benefits:
•Stimulates the combustion of fat, helps eliminate cellulite and lose volume.
•Firming, anti-cellulite and slimming properties.
•Soothes muscles on tired legs and fatigued areas.
•Ideal as a cold wrap treatment

HONEY SCRUBB
Body exfoliant with crystallized honey: Body exfoliant with crystallized honey that eliminates dead skin
cells from the surface of the skin and improves its texture by nourishing it and providing intense moisture.
It is the only exfoliant that when moistened upon application, becomes an oil when it comes into contact
with the skin.
Benefits:
•Eliminates impurities and dead skin cells that asphyxiate the skin.
•Regenerates and nourishes.; Softens the skin and restores luminosity and plumpness.
•Pleasant magnolia aroma that seduces the senses.
•Enhances the penetration of any treatment applied subsequently.
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